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the jrc-acquis includes a large number of text sources in the european languages, ranging from the latin and
romance languages to the languages of the nordic countries. it also includes other languages, such as

basque, biscaese, luxembourgish, scottish gaelic, turkish, welsh and yiddish. the jrc-acquis consists of the
following collections of texts (some of which are in multiple versions): additionally, the jrc-acquis collection
consists of a number of thesauri, which the system can generate automatically. however, many of these

thesauri have been created manually, so a number of the thematic vocabulary lists should be consulted. the
jrc-acquis is available in xml format and in the formats (.pt and.xml) used in sumot. a number of corpora

have been released by other organisations. the ucrel-acquis consists of corpora of texts from the curricula
used in the universities of catalonia. the corpora are created in the ucrel format. this format is similar to the
w3c format wcml, and is used to exchange items of information between people. it is widely used in europe,
and as many as half of all schools and universities in the uk have adopted it. however, since the ucrel-acquis
is not a corpus per se but a set of curricula collected from universities, its vocabulary is not comparable with
the jrc-acquis. the ucrel-acquis text corpora are available in uef format, and can be used either as plain text

or in xml format. the ucrel-acquis can be used with most popular desktop tools (e.g. libreoffice or
openoffice) and data files can be migrated into a model or other xml format.
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